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1. Historical, legislative, and general

Hemoglobinometry, Human, Lead Poisoning Blood, Mass Screening, Occupational Diseases Diagnosis, Phenols Urine, Poisons Metabolism, Porphyrins Urine

Absorption, Benzene Metabolism, Environmental Exposure, Hemoglobinometry, Human, Lead Poisoning Blood, Mass Screening, Occupational Diseases Diagnosis, Phenols Urine, Poisons Metabolism, Porphyrins Urine

Environmental Exposure, Human, Industrial Medicine, Poisoning

Studies of the problem of coniotic (dust induced) disease in the Ukraine during the years of the Soviet regime. (Russian) Gig. Tr. Prof. Zabol, 12, 3-6, Feb. 68.
Historical Article, History of Medicine 20th Century, Pneumoconiosis History, Ukraine, U.S.S.R.

Accidents Traffic, Automobile Driver Examination, Disability Evaluation, Hospitalization, Human

Caisson disease and coal mining (Pol and Watelle, 1854). (English) Amer. J. Cardiol., 22, 863-6, Dec. 68.
[Atmospheric Pressure, Coal Mining, Decompression Sickness, France, Historical Article, History of Medicine 19th Century, Human]

Occupational dermatoes. (German) Berufsdermatosen, 16, 61-84, Apr. 68.
Disability Evaluation, Environmental Exposure, Expert Testimony, Forensic Medicine, Insurance Accident, Insurance Liability, Occupational Dermatitis, Occupational Diseases Etiology

Work risks in the rubber industry and their prevention. I. Technological notes. (Italian) Arch. Sci. med. (Torino), 125, 163-70, 5 May 68.
[Accident Prevention, Accidents Industrial, Human, Occupational Diseases Prevention and Control, Rubber]

Panel discussion on occupational diseases of the respiratory system. (English) J. Cardiol., 22, 863-6, Dec. 68.
[Asbestos Occurrence, Carcinogens, Dust, Farmer's Lung Etiology, Gases Toxicity, Human, Hypersensitivity, Lung Neoplasms Etiology, Occupational Diseases, Pneumoconiosis Occurrence, Pneumoconiosis in the British Coal Mining Industry, Respiratory Tract Diseases Etiology, Respiratory Tract Neoplasms Etiology, Silicosis Occurrence, Silicosis, Sweden]

2. Organization of medical and nursing services and education (None)

3. Physiological, psychological, and organizational aspects of work and rehabilitation

Experimental studies of shift-work. II. A comparison of rotating and stabilized 4-hour shift systems. (English) Ergonomics, 11, 437-53, Sep. 68.
[Adult, Body Temperature, Circadian Rhythm, Efficiency, Human, Industrial Medicine, Middle Age, Telemetry, Work]

The ergonomic evaluation of two jobs in an iron foundry. (English) Ergonomics, 11, 467-72, Sep. 68.
[Adult, Electrocardiography, Heart Rate, Human, Industrial Medicine, Middle Age, Telemetry, Work]

Lumbago and diminishing efficiency in female employees. (German) Dtsch. Gesundh., 23, 1125-9, 13 Jun. 68.
[Absenteeism, Backache Occurrence, English Abstract, Female, Germany East, Human]

[Human, Motivation, Netherlands, Personnel Management, Psychology Industrial, Psychometrics, Sociometric Techniques]

The capacity for physical work of white miners in South Africa. (English) Wyndham, C. H., Sluis-Cremer, G. S. Afr. med. J., 42, 841-4, 17 Aug. 68. [Body Weight, Disability Evaluation, Exertion, Heart Rate, Human, Industrial Medicine, Male, Mining, Oxygen Consumption, Personnel Management, Smoking]

Reducing absenteeism resulting from upper respiratory complaints. (English) Kamperman, C. Penn. med. J., 71, 89-90, Oct. 68. [Absenteeism, Adolescence, Adult, Aged, Cerebrospinal Fluid Pressure, Human, Imidazoles Therapeutic Use, Middle Age, Oxymetazoline Therapeutic Use, Respiratory Tract Infections Drug Therapy, Vasocostricter Agents Therapeutic Use]

The influence of the group of individuals with long and frequent illnesses of the general index of sick-absenteeism. (English) Indulski, J. Santé publ. (Buc.), 8, 31-46, 67. [Absenteeism, Adult, Human, Occupational Diseases Occurrence, Poland, Sex Factors, Socioeconomic Factors]


4. Traumatic conditions, accidents, and accident prevention

Ambulatory care of knee lesions in mining. (German) Pfeil, E. Dtsch. Gesundh., 23, 842-4, 2, May 68. [Ambulatory Care, English Abstract, Human, Knee Injuries Therapy, Male, Mining, Occupational Diseases Therapy]


Hand injuries caused by high-pressure machinery. (German) Koneczny, O. Mschr. Unfallheilk., 70, 204-18, May 67. [Accident Prevention, Accidents Industrial, Adult, Hand Injuries Etiology, Human, Male]

On the legal insurance evaluation of occupationally caused ulcer (cicatrix ulcer) in older scar areas. (German) Probst, J. Mschr. Unfallheilk., 70, 227-9, May 67. [Cicatrix Complications, Disability Evaluation, Germany West, Human, Insurance Accident, Male, Middle Age, Occupational Diseases, Skin Ulcer Etiology]

Prevention of acute purulent diseases of the fingers and hands in workers. (Russian) Belkевич, V. S., Stepanov, R. S. Klin. Khir. (Kiev), 9, 70, Sep. 66. [First Aid, Human, Industrial Medicine, Suppuration, Wound Infection Prevention and Control, Wounds and Injuries Therapy]

Problems of the occupational suitability of adolescents and the means for its development. (Russian) Kartsev, I. D. Gig. Sanit., 33, 30-4, Mar. 68. [Adolescence, English Abstract, Human, Industrial Medicine, Occupations]


Off work. (English) Lancet, 2, 1228-9, 7 Dec. 68. [Absenteeism, Disability Evaluation, Economics, Great Britain, Industrial Medicine]

Demographic and job characteristics as variables in absences for illness. (English) Backenheimer, M. S. Publ. Hlth Rep. (Wash.), 83, 1029-32, Dec. 68. [Absenteeism, Adult, Age Factors, Family Characteristics, Human, Occupations, Sampling Studies, Sex Factors, Socioeconomic Factors]

Comfort and efficiency of the driver's seat. (Italian) Dal Monte, A. Minerva med., 59, 4038-50, 26 Sep. 68. [Accident Prevention, Automobile Driving, Human Engineering, Posture]


Considerations on the need for production of an anatomically correct seat. (Italian) Fiorani, R. Minerva med., 59, 4062-4, 26 Sep. 68. [Accident Prevention, Automobile Driving, Human, Engineering, Posture]

Behind the industrial façade of the sheltered workshop. (English) Cohen, M. Rehab. Rec., 9, 1-4, Sep.-Oct. 68. [Handicapped, Human, Rehabilitation, Vocation, Sheltered Workshops]

Recognition and evaluation of occupational spinal stress lesions. (German) Schrötter, G. Z. Ärztli. Fortbild., 62, 719-22, 1 Jul. 68. [Adolescence, Age Factors, Diagnosis Differential, Male, Occupational Diseases Diagnosis, Occupations, Spinal Diseases Diagnosis, Spondylolisthesis Diagnosis, Stress Diagnosis]


Dropped finger. (English) Flindt, M. L. Lancet, 2, 1189, 30 Nov. 68. [Fingers, Human, Occupational Diseases]
5. Effects of inorganic substances and minerals

Tumors and porphyrin metabolism disorders in rats with experimental chronic lead poisoning. II. Fluorescence microscopic studies of kidney, porphyrins and initial qualitative studies of the urine and organ porphyrins. (German)
[Adrenal Glands Analysis, Animal Experiments, Chromatography, Kidney Analysis, Lead Poisoning Pathology, Microscopy, Fluorescence, Microscopy, Porphyrins Urine, Rats]

Diagnosis of asbestosis by needle lung biopsy. (English)
[Adult, Asbestosis Pathology, Biopsy, Human Methods, Pulmonary Fibrosis Pathology]

The clearing factor and several other indices of lipid metabolism in silicosis and silico-lucitus. (Russian)
[Fasting, Fatty Acids, Nonesterified Blood, Human, Ketone Bodies Blood, Lipids Blood, Male, Middle Age, Silicosis Metabolism, Silicoticercobiusis Metabolism]

Comparative merits of the tests of lead exposure. (English)
[Amino Acids Urine, Basophils, Blood Cell Count, Comparative Study, Costs and Cost Analysis, Human, Lead Poisoning Blood, Methods, Porphyrins Urine]

The enzymatic blockage of delta-ALA dehydratase by lead. (French)

Clinical studies on the effects of cadmium on the teeth and oral mucosa. (Polish)
[Air Pollution, Cadmium Adverse Effects, Dental Caries Chemically Induced, English Abstract, Environmental Exposure, Human, Occupational Diseases, Poland, Taste, Tooth Discororation Chemically Induced, Xerostomia Chemically Induced]

Serodagnosis in the evaluation of silicosis and silicotoruberculosis. (German)
[English Abstract, Hemagglutination Tests, Human, Serodagnosis, Silicosis Diagnosis, Silicotoruberculosis Diagnosis]

On the clinical features and pathophysiology of pulmonary asbestosis. (German)
[Asbestosis Diagnosis, English Abstract, Human, Lung Pathophysiology, Prognosis, Switzerland]

Working with precious metals in an industrial plant, working conditions and pathology. (Italian)
[Air Pollution, Dust, Environmental Exposure, Gases, Human, Metals Adverse Effects, Occupational Diseases]

Pneumoconiosis morbidity in the coal mines of Great Britain. (Russian)
Baron, L. I. Gig. Sanit., 31, 71-3, Dec. 66.
[Coal Mining, Great Britain, Pneumoconiosis Occurrence]

The clinical differentiation of lead gout from primary gout. (English)
Emmerson, B. T. Arthr. and Rheum., 11, 623-34, Oct. 68.
[Human, Alcohol Drinking, Body Height, Body Weight, Chil Behaviour Disorders Complications, Diagnosis, Differential, Environmental Exposure, Euphoria, Gout Etiology, Housing, Hypertension Familial and Genetic, Kidney Calculi, Kidney Diseases Complications, Lead Poisoning Familial and Genetic, Medical Records, Menopause, Mental Disorders Complications, Nephritides Complications, Paint, Sex Factors, Uric Acid, Urine]

Experimental contribution on the question of lead decorporation by chelating agents. (German)
Catsch, A. Arzneimittel Forschung, 17, 493-5, Apr. 67.
[Animal Experiments, Bone and Bones Analysis, Chelating Agents Toxicity, Depression Chemical, DTPA Pharmacodynamics, Femur Analysis, Kidney Analysis, Lead Blood, Lead Poisoning Metabolism, Liver Analysis, Mice, Radioisotopes, Rats]

On the significance and clinical value of some spirometric and electrocardiographic indices in pyrite miners. (Italian)
[Electrocardiography, Human, Minerals Adverse Effects, Mining, Occupational Diseases, Silicosis Diagnosis, Spirometry]

Caplan-Colinet syndrome: apropos of a case. (French)
[Caplan's Syndrome, Case Report, Male, Middle Age]

Heparin activity in the presence of synthetic polymers with protective action against silica toxicity. (Italian)
[English Abstract, Heparin Antagonists, Human, In Vitro, Polymers Toxicity, Silicosis Prevention and Control]

On two cases of chronic pulmonary granulomatosis caused by beryllium. (Italian)
[Adult, Beryllium Poisoning, English Abstract, Environmental Exposure, Female, Granuloma Chemically Induced, Lung Diseases Chemically Induced, Male, Occupational Diseases Chemically Induced]

The blood properdin system in patients with anthracosilicosis and conio-tuberculosis. (Russian)
Lesnichii, A. V. Gig. Tr. prof. Zabol., 12, 50-1, Feb. 68.
[Adult, Anthracosilicosis, Blood, Human, Male, Properdin Analysis, Silicotuberculosis]

On the osseous changes in the skeleton of female grinders in metallurgical plants. (German)
[English Abstract, Female, Human, Kyphosis Radiography, Metallurgy, Occupational Diseases, Silicosis Radiography, Skeleton Pathology, Spinal Osteophtysis Radiography]
The effect of Freund’s adjuvant on the development of experimental silicosis. (Russian)
Gerasimenko, A. A. Gig. Sanit., 33, 102-4, Apr. 68.
[Animal Experiments, Freund's Adjuvant Pharmacodynamics, Hydroxyproline Metabolism, Lung Analysis, Male, Rats, Silicosis Immunology]

Characteristics of the development of pneumoconiosis during the administration of various dusts (experimental study). (Russian)
[Animal Experiments, Coal, Dust, Environmental Exposure, Lung Diseases, Chemically Induced, Methods, Pneumoconiosis Chemically Induced, Pulmonary Fibrosis Chemically Induced, Rabbis, Silica]

The role of the lungs in fat metabolism and its disturbance in silicosis. (Russian)
[Animal Experiments, Cholesterol Metabolism, Fatty Acids, Biosynthesis, Fibrin Biosynthesis, Heparin Pharmacodynamics, Human, Hyperlipemia, Lipase Physiology, Lipids Metabolism, Lipoidosis, Lipoprotein Lipase Physiology, Lung Drug Effects, Lung Diseases, Macrophages, Phagocytosis, Phospholipids Metabolism, Review, Silicosis Blood]

Certain characteristics of the clinical aspects, manifestation and development of silicoberculosis. (French)
[Human, Adult, Blood Sedimentation, Cough Etiology, Dyspnea Etiology, Hemoptysis Etiology, Leukocyte Count, Pulmonary Emphysma, Etiology, Respiratory Function Test, Silicosis Complications, Silicoberculosis Pathology]

Calcified pulmonary silicosis. (Italian)
[Adult, Calcification Etiology, Diagnosis Differential, English Abstract, Human, Lung Diseases, Radiography, Male, Silicosis Pathology]

Preliminary data on some aspects of iron metabolism in silicosis. (Italian)
[Adult, Blood Metabolism, Experiments, Deferoxamine Pharmacodynamics, Human, Iron Metabolism, Male, Silicosis, Transferrin Blood]

Further observations on the experimental pulmonary changes induced by chronic inhalation of ceramic dusts. (Italian)
[Animal Experiments, Ceramics, Dust, Guinea Pigs, Lung Pathology, Pneumoconiosis]

The effect of lead poisoning on the level of certain amino acids in the blood and liver of white rats. (Russian)
Boiadzhev, V., Khalacheva, L., Nikolova, P. Gig. Sanit., 33, 84-8, Mar. 68.
[Amino Acids Blood, Animal Experiments, Cysteine Metabolism, Glutamates Metabolism, Lead Poisoning, Etiology, Liver Metabolism, Methionine Metabolism, Rats]

On the importance of the accumulation of dust in the lymph nodes and increase in their weight in experimental assessment of the coniosis hazard of various types of dust. (Russian)
Katsnelson, B. A., Babushkina, L. G. Gig. Sanit., 33, 108-10, Mar. 68.
[Animal Experiments, Dust, Lymph Nodes Pathology, Organ Weight, Pneumoconiosis Etiology, Rats]

Activity of protoheme ferro-lyase in rat liver and in bone marrow in experimental lead poisoning. (German)

The effect of low air temperature on the development of experimental silicosis. (Russian)
[Animal Experiments, Cold, Dust, English Abstract, Environmental Exposure, Injections Intrathecal, Male, Rats, Silica, Silicosis Etiology]

Dust examination in lung in silicotuberculosis. (German)
[Coal Mining, Human, Lung Analysis, Silicosis, Male, Silica Analysis, Silicotuberculosis]

Studies on the long-lasting prophylaxis with Ca Na2-EDTA in lead-exposed workers. II. Behavior of iron and copper content in serum. (German)
[Copper Blood, EDTA Therapeutic Use, Environmental Exposure, Human, Iron Blood, Lead Poisoning Prevention and Control, Occupations]

On the problem of the intermittent action of dust. (Russian)
[Animal Experiments, Dust, English Abstract, Lung Analysis, Pneumoconiosis Pathology, Male, Rats, Time Factors]

The special characteristics of bronchial cancer in asbestosis (approaches of 3 further cases). (French)
[Adult, Asbestos Complications, Bronchial Neoplasms Etiology, Environmental Exposure, Human, Kidney Neoplasms Etiology, Neoplasm Metastasis, Occupational Diseases, Sex Factors]

Reflections on the carcinogenic effect of asbestos. (French)
[Asbestos Complications, Bronchial Neoplasms Etiology, Environmental Exposure, Human, Mesothelioma Etiology, Oncopulmonary Diseases, Pleural Neoplasms Etiology, Time Factors]

Bronchial cancer and pleural mesothelioma in asbestosis (2 further cases). (French)
Turjaf, J., Chatob, J., Basset, F. Poumon, 24, 559-82, 1968.
[Adult, Asbestos Complications, Bronchial Neoplasms Etiology, Carcinoma Bronchiolar Etiology, Human, Mesothelioma Etiology, Pleural Neoplasms Etiology]

Lymph node findings in asbestosis. (German)
[Asbestos Pathology, Human, Lung Pathology, Lymph Nodes Pathology, Mesothelioma Etiology, Peritoneal Neoplasms Etiology, Silica, Spleen Pathology]

On the problem of radiographic demonstration of dust deposits in the lungs. Studies on the Alderson-Rando phantom. (German)
[Coal Mining, Dust Analysis, Human, Pneumoconiosis Radiography, Tomography]

Contribution to the knowledge on chromate contact allergy. (German)
Eberhartinger, C., Ebner, H. Berufsdermatosen, 16, 97-109, Apr. 68.
[Chromates Adverse Effects, Dermatitis Contact, Environmental Exposure, Human, Hypersensitivity Chemically Induced, Occupational Dermatitis Etiology]

Pneumoconiosis of metal polishers. (Italian)
[Adult, English Abstract, Human, Iron Adverse Effects, Lung Pathology, Male, Oxides, Pneumoconiosis, Respiratory]
On the differential diagnosis of intrapulmonary calcifications.

(German)
Bohlig, H. Münch. med. Wschr., 110, 1657-9, 12 Jul. 68.
[Asbestosis Diagnosis, Calcification Diagnosis, Diagnosis of Focal Pulmonary Lesions, Radiography, Mesothelioma, Pleural Diseases Diagnosis, Pleural Neoplasms Diagnosis, Pneumonociosis Diagnosis, Talc]

On the differential diagnosis of intrapulmonary calcifications.

(German)
[Asbestosis Diagnosis, Calcification Diagnosis, Diagnosis Differential, Histoplasmosis Diagnosis, Human, Pleural Diseases, Silicosis Diagnosis]

Frequency and persistence of persulphate allergies. (German)
Forck, G. Berufsdermatosen, 16, 84-92, Apr. 68.
[Ammonium Compounds Adverse Effects, Chronic Disease, Follow-up Studies, Human, Hypersensitivity Etiology, Occupational Dermatitis Chemically Induced, Potassium Adverse Effects, Skin Tests, Sulphates Adverse Effects]

On the correlation of radiographic, pathologico-anatomical and dust analytical findings in coal miner pneumoconiosis.

(German)

[Asbestosis Diagnosis, Coal Mining, Dust Analytical, Human, Lung Pathology, Male, Middle Age, Pneumonociosis Diagnosis, Pulmonary Emphysema Diagnosis, Silicosis Diagnosis, Silicodust Adverse Effects]

Ciliary activity in the intrapulmonary airways of the rat following long-term dust exposure. (German)
[Animal Experiments, Anthracosisilicosis Pathology, Bronchi Pathology, Cilia, Coal, Lung Pathology, Male, Pleura Pathology, Rats]

The mechanism of formation of asbestos bodies. (English)
[Animal Experiments, Asbestosis Etiology, Bronchi Pathology, Guinea Pigs, Hemolysis, Hemorrhage, Iron Analysis, Lung Pathology, Macrophages, Microscopy, Microscopy Phase Contrast, Pulmonary Alveoli Pathology, Stains and Staining]

Particle accumulation in the lung as a possible factor in the aetiology of lung cancer. (English)
[Aerosols, Animal Experiments, Carbon Administration and Dosage, Cicatrix Physiopathology, Dust, Injections Intravenous, Lung Physiology, Lung Diseases Complications, Lung Neoplasms Chemically Induced, Pneumonoconiosis Complications, Rats]

Experimental contribution to the study of asbestos pneumoconiosis. Pneumonociotic activity of chrysotile asbestos in rats. (Italian)
[Animal Experiments, Asbestosis Pathology, Bronchi Pathology, Lymph Nodes Pathology, Macrophages, Microscopy, Electron, Rats]

Data on the problem of the mechanism of the fibrogenic action of asbestos dust. (Russian)
Kogan, F. M., Troitskii, S. I. U., Udioiva, N. N., Gig. Sanit., 31, 10-4, Nov. 66.
[Animal Experiments, Asbestosis Etiology, Dust, Lung Pathology, Pulmonary Fibrosis Etiology, Rats]

Etiologic data concerning 15 cases of malignant mesothelioma of the pleura. (French)
[Adult, Animal Experiments, Asbestosis Complications, Collapse Therapy Adverse Effects, Hamsters, Human, Mesothelioma Etiology, Pleural Neoplasms Etiology, Pneumothorax, Artificial, Rats, Tuberculosis Pulmonary Complications]

Mesothelioma and asbestos bodies in the expectoration of workers in a naval dockyard. (French)
Planteydt, H. T. Poumon, 24, 545-8, 1968.
[Asbestosis Complications, Environmental Exposure, Human, Male, Mesothelioma Etiology, Occupational Diseases Complications, Pleural Neoplasms Etiology]

Asbestos bodies in the pleura of patients dying of diffuse pleural mesothelioma. (French)
[Asbestos Complications, Human, Mesothelioma Pathology, Pleural Neoplasms Pathology]

Experimental histochemical studies on mucopolysaccharides in silicosis. (French)
[Animal Experiments, Histocytochemistry, Histological Techniques, Lung Pathology, Pneumonocytose, Rats, Silicosis Pathology, Stains and Staining]

Pleural calcification in the course of asbestosis. (French)
[Adult, Asbestosis Radiography, Calcification Etiology, Diaphragm Pathology, Human, Pleural Diseases Etiology]

On the chelating action of CaDTPA Na3 (trisodic and monocalcic salt of ethylene-triaminopentacetic acid) in experimental and human saturnism and in comparison with the action of CaEDTA Na2. (Italian)
Rossi, A. Folia med. (Napoli), 50, 39-51, Jan. 67.
[Adult, Animal Experiments, Antidotes, Comparative Study DTPA Therapeutic Use, EDTA Therapeutic Use, Human, Lead Urine, Lead Poisoning Drug Therapy, Male, Rabbis]

On inhalation therapy by intermittent positive pressure in spastic bronchitis caused by sulfur dioxide. (Italian)
[Adult, Bronchihtis Chemically Induced, Bronchodilator Agents Therapeutic Use, Bronchospirometry, Environmental Exposure, Human, Inhalation Therapy, Male, Occupational Diseases, Positive-pressure Respiration, Sulfur Dioxide Adverse Effects]

Fibrosis in coal workers. (English)
Gough, J. Arch. environm. Hlth (Chicago), 17, 836, Nov. 68.
[Coal Mining, Human, Male, Pneumonociosis Etiology, Silica Adverse Effects]

Quartz content in fibrosis. (English)
Pratt, P. C. Arch. environm. Hlth (Chicago), 17, 836-7, Nov. 68.
[Coal Mining, Human, Pneumonociosis Etiology, Pulmonary Fibrosis Chemically Induced, Silica Adverse Effects]

Cancer and asbestos. (English)
[Adult, Air Conditioning, Asbestos Complications, Great Britain, Human, Lung Neoplasms Chemically Induced, Male]

Apropos of certain experimental results with regard to the theory of the immunologic pathogenesis of silicosis. (French)
[Animal Experiments, Autoantibodies, Dogs, Guinea Pigs, Rabbis, Silicosis Physiopathology]

Diagnosis of inorganic lead poisoning: a statement. (English)
Brit. med. J., 4, 501, 23 Nov. 68.
[Amino Acids Urine, Environmental Exposure, Human, Lead Blood, Lead Poisoning Complications, Levulinic Acid Urine, Occupational Diseases, Porphyryns Urine]
Morphogenesis and variety of precancerous lesions induced by arsenic. (Germany) Hundeiker, M., Petres, J. Arch. klin. exp. Derm., 231, 355-65, 9 May 68.

Arsenic Adverse Effects, Carcinoma Epidermoid Pathology, English Abstract, Environmental Exposure, Human, Keratinosis Chemically Induced, Occupational Dermatitis Pathology, Precancerous Conditions Pathology, Skin Neoplasms Pathology


Asbestos bodies in lungs at necropsy. (English) Roberts, G. H. J. clin. Path., 20, 570-3, Jul. 67. [Adenocarcinoma Pathology, Adult, Asbestos Occurrence, Bronchial Neoplasms Pathology, Carcinoma Pathology, Health Surveys, Human, Lung Pathology, Occupational Diseases Pathology, Scotland, Ships]


6. Effects of organic substances


Sulphur and heart disease. (English) Brit. med. J., 4, 405-6, 16 Nov. 68. [Carbon Disulfide Poisoning, Coronary Disease Chemically Induced, Human, Male, Occupational Diseases Chemically Induced, Textile Industry]

Alterations of the smell acuity caused by menthol. (English) Naus, A. J. Laryng., 82, 1009-11, Nov. 68. [Candy, Female, Food-processing Industry, Human, Menthol, Occupational Diseases Etiology, Smell]

Motor polyneuritis in the manufacturing industry. (Italian) Bessero, C. Minerva. med., 59, 4077, 29 Sep. 68. [Cresols Poisoning, Human, Motor Neurons Occupational Diseases, Phosphates Poisoning, Polynoemritis, Shoes]


Manifestation of a toxic disorder of the liver by a complex of substances used in the technology of synthetic rubber. (Russian)


[Human, Hyperbilirubinemia Etiology, Liver Diseases Etiology, Occupational Diseases Etiology, Rubber]

On certain polynuclear manifestations connected with probable percutaneous absorption of tri-orthocresylphosphate. (Italian) Ambroteto, C. *Minerva med.*, 59, 4078, 29 Sep. 68.

[Cresols Poisoning, Human, Occupational Diseases, Phosphates Poisoning, Polyneuritis Etiology]

Toxicity of nitraphen and preventive measures in working with it. (Russian)


[Agricultural Workers Diseases Etiology, Human, Pesticides Toxicity]

Lesions due to epoxy resins in Switzerland. 2. (French)

Martí, M. C. *Praxis*, 57, 1229-34, 10 Sep. 68.

[Adolescence, Adult, Dermatitis Contact Occurrence, Epoxy Resins Poisoning: Eye Diseases Occurrence, Gastrointestinal Disease Occurrence, Human, Occupational Diseases Occurrence, Occupations, Respiratory Hypersensitivity Occurrence, Rhinitis Occurrence, Statistics, Switzerland, Time Factors]

Reflections on the hematopoietic disorders caused by benzene in the general field of hemopathies. (Italian)

Paterni, L. *Minerva med.*, 59, Suppl. 75: 9-11, 6 Sep. 68.

[Benzene Poisoning, Hematologic Diseases Etiology, Human, Occupational Diseases]

Amine flux sensitization dermatitis in electricity cable jointers. (English)


[Aluminum, Amines Poisoning, Dermatitis Contact Pathology, Electricity, Engineering, Hand Pathology, Human, Male, Occupational Dermatitis, Skin Tests]

Carcinogenicity of the urogenital tract: bladder cancer. Comment: an occupational disease. (English)

Rubin, P. J. *Amer. med. Ass.*, 206, 1775-6, 18 Nov. 68.

[Bladder Neuroplasms Prevention and Control, Chemical Industry, Human, Legislation, Occupational Diseases Prevention and Control, United States]

Cancer of the urogenital tract: bladder cancer. Carcinogens and chemical causes. (English)

McDonald, D. F. *J. Amer. med. Ass.*, 206, 1774 Passim, 18 Nov. 68.

[Amines Adverse Effects, Animal Experiments, Bladder Neoplasms Chemically Induced, Carcinogens, Carcinoma Transitional, Human, Occupational Diseases Chemically Induced, Tryptophan Metabolism]

Epidemiological and clinical features of occupational nitroglycol poisoning in Italy. (English)


[Adult, Glycols Poisoning, Human, Italy, Nitrates Poisoning, Occupational Diseases, Raynaud's Disease Chemically Induced]

Occupational toxic factor in mortality from coronary heart disease. (English)


[Adult, Age Factors, Aged, Arteriosclerosis Chemically Induced, Carbon Disulfide Poisoning, Cardiovascular Diseases Mortality, Coronary Disease Mortality, England, Male, Middle Age, Occupational Diseases Chemically Induced, Retrospective Studies, Textile Industry, Time Factors, Wales]

Determination of phenylhydrazine base in the air. (Russian)

Krylova N. A. *Gig. Sanit.*, 33, 46-8, Apr. 68.

[Air Pollution, Colorimetry, Industrial Medicine, Phenylhydrazine Analysis]

Polymer fume fever, possible relationship to smoking. (English)


[Environmental Exposure, Fluorocarbon Polymers Adverse Effects, Human, Occupational Diseases, Smoking]

Some obstetric and gynecologic diseases in women working with organic solvents and nitrocellulose lacquers. (Bulgarian)


[Environmental Exposure, Female, Gynecologic Diseases Chemically Induced, Human, Occupational Diseases, Paint Solvents]

On occupational diseases of workers employed in the production of aminophthalid sulfonic acid (H acid). (Italian)


[Adult, English Abstract, Environmental Exposure, Gastrointestinal Disease Chemically Induced, Human, Naphthalenes Poisoning, Occupational Dermatitis, Occupational Diseases, Respiratory Tract Diseases Chemically Induced, Sulfonic Acids Poisoning]

Epidemi of collective poisoning by acetic anhydride and acetic acid. (Italian)


[Acetic Acids Poisoning, Adult, Aerosols, Air Pollution, Anhydrides Poisoning, Burns Chemical, Conjunctivitis Chemically Induced, Explosions, Human, Laryngitis Chemically Induced, Lung Diseases Chemically Induced, Male, Occupational Diseases, Pharyngitis Chemically Induced]

Toxic and allergic eye and skin manifestations due to working with plastic materials. (Czech.)


[Environmental Abstract, Environmental Exposure, Eye Manifestations, Human, Hypersensitivity Chemically Induced, Occupational Diseases Prevention and Control, Plastics Adverse Effects, Skin Manifestations]

Comparative studies on the ovarian function in women exposed to organic solvents and nitrocellulose lacquers. (Bulgarian)


[Environmental Exposure, Female, Human, Menstruation Disorders, Occupational Diseases, Ovary Drug Effects, Paint, Solvents Toxicity]

Solvents with reference to studies on the pharmacodynamics of benzene. (English)


[Air Analysis, Benzene Analysis, Creatinine Urine, Environmental Exposure, Human, Occupational Diseases Diagnosis, Phenols Urine, Respiratory Function Tests, Solvents Pharmacodynamics]

On the danger of diseases caused by DDT preparations. (Russian)

Polchenco, V. I. *Gig. Sanit.*, 33, 80-3, Mar. 68.

[Agricultural Workers' Diseases, DDT Poisoning, Human]

Qualitative reactions in the diagnosis of poisoning by certain industrial liquids. (Russian)


[Acetates Poisoning, Alcohols Poisoning, Human, Hydrocarbons Poisoning, Ketoncs Poisoning, Occupational Diseases Diagnosis, Solvents Poisoning]

Neurologic picture in chronic exposure to carbon disulfide. (Czech.)


[Carbon Disulfide Urine, Chemical Industry, Chronic Disease, Environmental Exposure, Higher Nervous Activity Drug Effects, Human, Neurologic Manifestation, Occupational Diseases Chemically Induced]

Occupational dermatitis from plastics. (English)

Key, M. M. *J. med. Ass. Ga.*, 57, 421-4, Sep. 68.

[Human, Industrial Medicine, Occupational Dermatitis Etiology, Plastics]
On the maximum permissible concentration of divinyl vapor in the air in work areas. (Russian)
[Air Pollution, Animal Experiments, Butadiene Toxicity, Environmental Exposure, Industrial Medicine, Polymers, Rubber, Rats, Rubber]
Heavy products appearing during the fabrication of polytetrafluorethylene: toxicity-physiopathologic action: therapy. (French)
[Animal Experiments, Dogs, Eosinophils, Fluorine Toxicity, Guinea Pigs, Industrial Medicine, Leukocyte Count, Mice, Polymers, Rabbits, Rats]

7. Effects of animal and vegetable substances

The pathology of the acute and chronic stages of farmer’s lung. (English)
[Acute Disease Adolescence, Adult, Bronchial Diseases Pathology, Chronic Disease, Farmer’s Lung Pathology, Granuloma Pathology, Human, Hypertension, Pulmonary Pathology, Lung Pathology, Male Pulmonary Fibrosis Pathology, Vascular Diseases Pathology]

Farmer’s lung: a study of an early acute fatal case. (English)
[Acute Disease, Adolescence, Animal Experiments, Arthus Phenomenon, Case Report, Farmer’s Lung Immunology Human Lung Pathology, Lung Diseases Fungal, Male, Moniliasis, Rabbits]

Farmer's lung, a clinical radiographic, functional, and serological correlation of acute and chronic stages. (English)
[Acute Disease, Adolescence, Adult, Chronic Disease, Diagnosis Differential, Farmer’s Lung Blood, Gel Diffusion Tests, Human, Lung Diseases Diagnosis, Respiratory Function Tests]

LIVER affection in ornithosis. (Czech.)
Poljak, V. Cas. Lék. cés., 107, 972-5, 9 Aug. 68.
[Adult, Agricultural Workers’ Diseases Etiology, Antibiotics Therapeutic Use, Environmental Exposure, Gastrointestinal Disease Etiology, Hepatitis Infectious Diagnosis, Human, Liver Diseases Etiology, Ornithosis Drug Therapy, Pigeons, Poultry]

New aspects in the evaluation of baker’s eczema. (Is it an inhalation allergy)? (German)
Heyl, U., Reinert-Dilthey, I. Berufsdermatosen, 16, 204-14, Aug. 68.
[Air Pollution, Alkalis, Aspiration, Corn, Dermatitis Contact Diagnosis, Environmental Exposure, Flour, Human, Male, Occupational Dermatitis, Skin Tests]

Hypersensitivity to behabara-wood. Case report contribution from the industrial medical service. (German)
[Case Report, Environmental Exposure, Human, Hypersensitivity, Male, Middle Age, Occupational Dermatitis, Wood]

Occupational contact eczema due to Kambala teak wood. (German)
[English Abstract, Germany East, Human, Occupational Dermatitis Prevention and Control, Wood Toxicity]

Farmer’s lung. (German)
[Adrenal Cortex Hormones Therapeutic Use, Adult, Antibiotics Therapeutic Use, Antigen-antibody Reaction, Biopsy, Diagnosis Differential, Farmer’s Lung Diagnosis, Human, Hypersensitivity Complications, Respiratory Function Tests, Seasons]

8. Effects of physical agents

Silv-e-audiometric studies of workers exposed to noise. (German)
[Acoustic Trauma Prevention and Control, Adult Audiometry, English Abstract, Germany West, Human, Male, Mass Screening, Mining]

Clinical and immunobiological study of an unusual case of byssinosis. (Italian)
Gallo, D., Romeo, V. Policlinico Sez. prat., 75, 1221-5, 16 Sep. 68.
[Antigens, Blood Protein Electrophoresis, Cotton, Gamma Globulin Analysis, Human, Male, Middle Age, Occupational Diseases, Pneumoconiosis, Skin Tests, Textile Industry]

Immunology of pulmonary mycoses. (French)
[Aspergillosis Immunology Blastomycosis Immunology, Coccioidoido-mycosis Immunology Cryptococcosis Immunology, English Abstract, Farmer’s Lung Immunology, Gel Diffusion Tests, Histoplasmosis Immunology, Human, Lung Diseases Fungal, Moniliasis Immunology Review]

On the pathological anatomy of byssinosis. (Russian)
[Adult, Aged, Bronchi Pathology, Cotton Dust, Environmental Exposure, Human, Lung Pathology, Male, Pneumoconiosis Pathology, Pulmonary Emphysema Etiology, Textile Industry]

Clinical observation of bronchial asthma in workers who culture oysters. (English)
[Adult, Asthma Occurrence, Fisheries, Health Surveys, Human, Japan, Mollusca, Occupational Diseases Occurrence, Skin Tests]

Bullous dermatitis after contact with common rue. (Czech.)
Hanšlajn, L., Kadlec, K. Česk. Farm., 17, 293-5, Jul. 68.
[Alkaloids, Courmarins, Environmental Exposure, Female, Human, Occupational Dermatitis, Photosensitization, Plants Medicinal, Skin Tests]

Bagasosis. 3. Isolation of thermophilic and mesophilic actinomycoses and fungi from mouldy bagasse. (English)
[Actinomycetales Isolation and Purification, Methods, Moniliales Isolation and Purification, Pneumoconiosis Immunology, Streptomycetes Isolation and Purification]

Cotton dust exposure during lint removal. Airborne dust concentrations and effect of the ventilatory capacity of exposed workers. (English)
Simpson, G. R., Barnes, R. Arch. environm. Hlth, 17, 807-10, Nov. 68.
[Adult, Australia, Cotton, Cottonseed, Dust Analysis, Environmental Exposure, Human, Lung Physiology, Pneumoconiosis Etiology, Spirometry]

Incidence of neoplasms in farm workers with enzootic leukemia. (Polish)
[Agricultural Workers’ Diseases Occurrence, Cattle, Cattle Diseases, Human, Leukemia Veterinary, Male, Neoplasms Occurrence, Zoonoses]
Experience in organization of the work of a radioactive waste burial dump and data of medical observation of the health status of the service personnel. (Russian)
[Erythrocyte Count, Industrial Medicine, Leukocyte Count, Radiation Protection, Waste]

Observations upon the relationship of loudness discomfort level and auditory fatigue to sound-pressure level and sensation level. (English)
Hood, J. D. J. acoust. Soc. Amer., 44, 959-64, Oct. 68. [Acoustic Trauma Physiopathology, Auditory Perception, Human, Ménétre's Disease Physiopathology, Pressure, Sound]

Hearing hazard from small-bore weapons. (English)

Nitrogen and helium as factors affecting decompression stress severity. (English)
Hale, H. B., Williams, E. W. Aerospace Med., 39, 1178-81, Nov. 68. [Adaptation Physiological, Aviation Medicine, Decompression Sickness, Helium Pharmacodynamics, Human, Hyperbaric Oxygenation, Male, Nitrogen Pharmacodynamics, Stress, Urine]

Injuries by air pressure to the internal organs. (German)

Atypical forms of disorders of the nervous system of decompressive etiology in divers. (Russian)

Cataract secondary to microwave radiation. (English)

On the problem of visual field reduction due to acoustic trauma. (German)

The pathologic effects of vibrations in a cold and humid environment. (Italian)
Rosso, M., Dughera, L. Folia med. (Napoli), 50, 13-23, Jan. 67. [Adult, Cold, Environmental Exposure, Human, Humidity, Industrial Medicine, Male, Mining, Vibration]

Radiodermatitis of the hands and their surgical treatment. (French)

Psychological and physiological as well as organic damage due to the effect of noise and high sounds. (German)

Influence of repeated 4-hour, intermittent, so-called muffled noise on catecholamine secretion and pulse rate. (German)

Detection of changes in minute blood vessels of hands in persons with vibration disease. Preliminary report. (Polish)

Acoustic trauma caused by shooting at shooting ranges. Attempts at prevention. (French)

On functional changes in the thyroid gland in persons subjected to the action of microwave irradiation. (Russian)

Noise effects on health, productivity, and well-being. (English)

Clinical and dosimetric study of a case of accidental irradiation in the use of a cobalt 60 source. (Italian)

Two cases of extensive fourth degree burns of the skull caused by electric current. (Russian)

9. Methods of investigation of body function

Lung scintigraphy in the silicosis expert evaluation. (German)

Results of dynamic respiratory function diagnosis in silicosis. (German)

Large lymphocytes in the peripheral blood in cases of saturnism. (Italian)
Ambrosi, L., Vimercati, F., di Nunno, C. Med. d. Lavoro, 59,
10. Environmental measurement, control, and protection of the subject

Values of maximum tolerable concentration of industrial toxic substances. (Italian)

Underground hydraulic coal mining and the problem of prevention of pneumoconiosis. (Russian)
Eskin, P. I., Gokhman, B. M. *Gig. Tr. prof. Zabol.*, 12, 14-7, Feb. 68.

Coal Mining, English Abstract, Human, Industrial Medicine, Pneumoconiosis Prevention and Control, Technology

Hygienic assessment of working conditions in argon arc welding of titanium alloys. (Russian)
Polonskaja, V. L. *Gig. Tr. prof. Zabol.*, 12, 46-8, Feb. 68.

Alloys, Argon, Industrial Medicine, Ozone, Titanium, Ultraviolet Rays, Welding

A chemical-sanitation study of polyvinylchloride-base plastics. (Russian)
Petrova, N. M., Kosterina, E. I., Shevkun, O. N. *Gig. Tr. prof. Zabol.*, 12, 48-50, Feb. 68.

Carbon Monoxide, Chlorides, Formaldehyde, Heat, Hydrocarbons, Hydrogen, Industrial Medicine, Pthalic Acid, Polyvinyls

On skin-protective ointments. 3. On the practical examination in the working place of a new skin-protecting ointment on the base of stearate, provided with a solids grating (German)


Environmental Exposure, Human, Male, Occupational Dermatitis Prevention and Control, Ointments Therapeutic Use, Skin, Stearic Acid

On the problem of the use of protective ointments in working with radioactive substances (Russian)
Tarasenko, N. I. U., Khodyreva, M. A. *Gig. Tr. prof. Zabol.*, 12, 29-33, Feb. 68.

[Casein, English Abstract, Environmental Exposure, Hand, Human, Industrial Medicine, Ointments, Radiation Protection, Silicas]

UICC standard reference samples of asbestos. (English)

Symposium on air quality criteria—Lead. (English)

[Adult, Air Pollution, Child, Preschool, Environmental Exposure, Human, Industrial Medicine, Lead, Urine, Review]

Study on the penetration of phosdrin through protective gloves. (English)

[Clothing, Human, Insecticides, Occupational Dermatitis Prevention and Control]

A study of the protective efficiency of fabrics for coveralls of personnel working under conditions of pollution of the air by radioactive and bacterial aerosols. (Russian)
Chetverikova, Z. S. *Gig. Sanit.*, 33, 39-42, Apr. 68.

[Air Microbiology, Air Pollution, Radioactivity, Clothing, English Abstract, Industrial Medicine, Polymers, Radiation Protection, Textiles]

Aerometric Techniques. (English)

[Air Pollution, Human, Industrial Medicine]

Physiology of the horny layer of the epidermis as a fundamental research in occupational dermatology. (German)

[Human, Hydrogen-ion Concentration, Lipids Analysis, Occupational Dermatitis, Regeneration Physiology, Skin Analysis, Sweat]

Occupational hygiene in the grading and concentration of coal. (Russian)
Laganov, S. I., *Gig. Sanit.*, 31, 14-8, Nov. 66.

[Audiometry, Coal Mining, Dust, Environmental Exposure, Human, Industrial Medicine, Noise, Silica]

Air pollution—the industrial viewpoint. (English)

[Air Pollution, Environmental Exposure, Environmental Health, Human, Mortality, Technology, United States]
Longitudinal measurement of individual exposure to benzene with the aid of a portable apparatus. (French)
[Air Pollution, Benzene Poisoning, Environmental Exposure, Equipment and Supplies, Human, Industrial Medicine, Male]

On the problem of establishing hygienic standards for carcinogenic substances. (Russian)
Shabad, L. M., Gig. Sanit., 31, 18-24, Nov. 66.
[Carcinogens, Environmental Exposure, Human, Industrial Medicine]

Experience in improving working conditions in the production of persol. (Russian)
Litvinsev, A. N., Urbanovich, L. I. A. Gig. Sanit., 31, 75, Nov. 66.
[Carbonates, Chemical Industry, Environmental Exposure, Human, Industrial Medicine, Sodium]

On radiation-hygiene assessment of underground dump sites for radioactive waste. (Russian)
[Environmental Exposure, Human, Industrial Medicine, Radiation Monitoring, Radioactive Waste]

Air-conditioning comfort and the upper respiratory tract. (English)
Archerd, J. C. J. Laryng., 82, 995-1007, Nov. 68.

Occupational hazards in X-ray analytical work. (English)
Lindell, B. Hlth Phys., 15, 481-6, Dec. 68.

11. Miscellaneous

Influence of harmful chemical agents on the oral mucosa in workers in the chemical industry. (Polish)
[Adolescence, Adult, Air Pollution, Chemical Industry, English Abstract, Environmental Exposure, Human, Hydrogen-Ion Concentration, Leukoplakia Chemically Induced, Mouth Mucosa Drug Effects, Occupational Diseases, Pigmentation Disorders Pathology, Poland, Saliva Analysis]

Occupational diseases of the oral cavity. (Polish)
Pekker, R. J. Czas. stomat., 21, 869-75, Aug. 68.
[Animal Experiments, English Abstract, Environmental Exposure, Histochemistry, Human, Mouth Diseases, Mouth Mucosa Drug Effects, Occupational Diseases]

A procedure for cardiovascular evaluation application in industry. (English)
[Cardiovascular Diseases Diagnosis, Human, Industrial Medicine, Middle Age, Musculoskeletal System Anatomy and Histology, Physical Examination, Preventive Medicine, Socioeconomic Factors, Statistics, United States]

Present status of cardiovascular disease control in industry—an example in an iron foundry. (Japanese)
[Adult, Age Factors, Blood Pressure, Body Weight, Cardiovascular Diseases Mortality, Follow-up Studies, Human, Hypertension, Industrial Medicine, Male, Mass Screening, Multiphasic Screening, Obesity, Time Factors]

Traumatic bursitis in miners. (Russian)
[Bursitis, Surgery, Human, Mining, Occupational Diseases]

Significance of chronic liver diseases in industrial medicine. (German)
Schuttmann, W. Disch. Gesundh., 23, 651-7, 4 Apr. 68.
[Adult, English Abstract, Fatty Liver Etiology, Hepatitis Etiology, Human, Liver Cirrhosis Etiology, Liver Diseases Etiology, Male, Occupational Diseases]

Social and industrial medicinal aspects of the chronic, unspecific respiratory syndrome. (German)
[Adult, Bronchitis Occurrence, Chronic Disease, Disability Evaluation, Germany West, Male, Occupational Diseases Occurrence, Pneumonia Occurrence, Pulmonary Emphysema Occurrence, Socioeconomic Factors, Workmen’s Compensation]

Photodermatoses. (German)
[Dermatitis Etiology, Dermatitis Contact Etiology, Dermatitis Medicamentosa Diagnosis, Diagnosis, Differential, Human, Occupational Dermatitis Diagnosis, Photosensitization Complications]

Schaeermann’s disease as a social problem in heavy manual labor occupations. (German)
Reinhold, H., Tillmann, R. Disch. Gesundh., 23, 1469-72, 1 Aug. 68.
[Adolescence, Child, English Abstract, Human, Male, Occupational Diseases, Osteochondritis Occurrence, Scheuermann’s Disease Occurrence, Social Problems, Spine Pathology]

Trichophytosis of nails as an occupational problem. (German)
Alkiewicz, J., Sowinski, W. Mykosen, 10, 463-6, 1 Oct. 67.
[English Abstract, Human, Humidity, Occupational Diseases, Tinea Unguium Etiology]

The importance of dermatoses in sailors. (German)
Zorn, E. Berufsdermatosen, 16, 215-27, Aug. 68.
[Dermatitis, Contact Etiology, Dermatomycosis Etiology, Environmental Exposure, Human, Naval Medicine, Occupational Dermatitis Prevention and Control, Skin Appendage Diseases Etiology, Skin Diseases Infectious Etiology, Sunburn, Tropical Climate]

Prognostic and diagnostic patch tests with synthetic resins. (German)
Malten, K. E. Berufsdermatosen, 16, 231-42, Aug. 68.
[Co-enzymes, Dermatitis Contact Diagnosis, Human, Industrial Medicine, Occupational Dermatitis Diagnosis, Prognosis, Resins Diagnostic Use, Skin Tests]

Experimental studies on the drying of the skin after industrial cleaning. (German)
Tronnier, H. Berufsdermatosen, 16, 181-9, Aug. 68.
[Disposable Equipment, Human, Hygiene, Industrial Medicine, Paper, Skin Physiology, Soaps, Textiles]

Development of chronic bronchitis in streetcar employees during 10 years. (Czech.)
[Adult, Air Pollution, Bronchitis Etiology, Chronic Disease Etiology, Czechoslovakia, Electrocardiography, Environmental Exposure, Human, Methods, Mining, Occupational Diseases Etiology, Pulmonary Emphysema Etiology, Respiratory Function Tests]

Practical use of stress testing in industry. (English)
[Coronary Disease Diagnosis, Exercise Test, Human, Industrial Medicine, Male, Middle Age, Telemetry]
Stress testing, safety precautions, and cardiovascular health. (English)
[Exercise Test, Heart Diseases Etiology, Industrial Medicine]

Malignant tumors of the pleura. Anato-mo-clinical study. (French)
[Asbestosis Complications, Fibrosarcoma Pathology, Human, Mesothelioma Pathology, Pleural Neoplasms Etiology, Sarcoma Pathology]

Primary pleural tumors. (French)
[Asbestosis Complications, Diagnosis Differential, Fibrosarcoma Diagnosis, Human, Mesothelioma Diagnosis, Pleural Neoplasms Etiology, Sarcoma Diagnosis]

Alcoholism in industry and family. (English)
Lancet, 2, 1179, 30 Nov. 68.
[Alcoholism Occurrence, Family, Great Britain, Human, Industrial Medicine]

History of an occupational asthma. Allergy to serum in hairdressers. (French)
[Adult, Allergens, Environmental Exposure, Human, Occupational Diseases]

Incidence of lymphatic leukemia and methylylcholanthrene-induced cancer in laboratory mice subjected to stress. (English)
[Acoustic Trauma, Animal Experiments, Body Temperature, Body Weight, Electroshock, Leukemia Occurrence, MethylcholanTHE, Mice, Neoplasms Experimental, Stress]

Several characteristics of the skeleton of ballet artists. (Russian)
[Adolescence, Adult, Bone and Bones Radiography, Bone Diseases Etiology, Dancing, Female, Foot Radiography, Hip Radiography, Joint Diseases Etiology, Leg Radiography, Male, Occupational Diseases, Spine Radiography]

Occupational nummular eczema. (German)
Behrohm, P. Berufsdermatosen, 16, 93-6, Apr. 68.
[Dermatitis Atopic Etiology, Dermatitis Contact Etiology, Eczema Etiology, Environmental Exposure, Human, Hypersensitivity, Occupational Dermatitis Etiology, Skin Tests]

Carbon monoxide and human health. (English)

An alert. Narcotic usage among employees in industry. (English)

Industrial dermatoses. (English)
Lester, M. G. Appl. Ther., 10, 516-8, Aug. 68.
[Human, Occupational Dermatitis]

On the epidemiology of precancerous conditions and malignant tumors of the skin. I. Carcinomas of the skin. (German)
Jung, H. D., Kolzsch, J. Hautarzt, 19, 151-7, Apr. 68.
[Adult, Age Factors, Carcinoma Occurrence, Carcinoma Basal Cell Occurrence Environmental Exposure, Facial Neoplasms Occurrence, Germany East, Human, Melanoma Occurrence, Occupational Diseases Occurrence, Precancerous Conditions Therapy, Sarcoma Occurrence Sex Factors, Skin Neoplasms Therapy, Smoking]

Examination of occupational health data with regard to specific health hazards of present day deep sea fishing. (German)
Kersten, E. Sante publ. (Buc.), 8, 361-4, 1967.
[Fisheries, Occupational Diseases, Poland]

Early cerebral atherosclerosis in people engaged in mental and physical work. (Russian)
[Adolescence, Adult, Cerebral Arteriosclerosis Etiology, English Abstract, Human, Occupational Diseases Etiology, Work]

Occupational disease caused by gas inhalation, pulmonary functional impairment and neurasthenic symptoms following industrial gas injury. (English)
[Comparative Study, Gas Poisoning Blood, Human, Lung Diseases Etiology, Mental Disorders Etiology, Neurasthenia Etiology, Neurologic Manifestation, Occupational Diseases Etiology, Oxygen Consumption, Spirometry]

Some aspects of work in sterile cubicles in a factory producing antibiotics and the effects of the confined space on the body. (Rumanian)
[Air Pollution, Anemia Etiology, Anoxia Complications, Carbon Dioxide Adverse Effects, Drug Industry, Gastrointestinal Disease Etiology, Human, Occupational Dermatitis Etiology, Occupational Disease, Otorhinolaryngologic Disease Etiology, Phenols Adverse Effects, Respiratory Tract Diseases Etiology]

Apropos of a systematic study on spasmophilia in an industrial setting. (French)
[Human, Industrial Medicine, Male, Spasmophilia Diagnosis, Tetany Diagnosis]

Skin tests in occupational allergy to antibiotic and chemotherapy drugs. (English)
[Adult, Antibiotics Adverse Effects, Drug Hypersensitivity Diagnosis, Drug Industry, Environmental Exposure, Female, Human, Occupational Dermatitis Diagnosis, Skin Tests]

The importance of the previously existing condition and interfering diseases in the evaluation of occupational diseases. (German)
[Adult, Bronchitis Complications, Disability Evaluation, Expert Testimony, Human, Male, Occupational Diseases Complications, Workmen’s Compensation]